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Abstract

A support vector classifier was compared
to a lexicon-based approach for the task
of detecting the stance categories specula-
tion, contrast and conditional in English
consumer reviews. Around 3,000 train-
ing instances were required to achieve a
stable performance of an F-score of 90
for speculation. This outperformed the
lexicon-based approach, for which an F-
score of just above 80 was achieved. The
machine learning results for the other two
categories showed a lower average (an ap-
proximate F-score of 60 for contrast and
70 for conditional), as well as a larger vari-
ance, and were only slightly better than
lexicon matching. Therefore, while ma-
chine learning was successful for detecting
speculation, a well-curated lexicon might
be a more suitable approach for detecting
contrast and conditional.

1 Introduction

Stance taking – including attitudes, evaluations
and opinions – has received a great deal of at-
tention in the literature (Hunston and Thomp-
son, 2000; Biber, 2006; Hunston, 2011; Fuoli,
2015), and many studies of speakers’ expres-
sion of feelings have been carried out in the
fields of sentiment analysis and opinion mining
with pre-defined or automatically detected cate-
gories related to sentiments and opinions. At its
most basic level, such analyses use categories of
positive, negative or (sometimes) neutral senti-
ment (Täckström and McDonald, 2011; Feldman,
2013), while other types of analyses use more fine-
grained categories of sentiments or attitudes, such
as happiness, anger and surprise (Schulz et al.,
2013). There are, however, additional aspects or
types of stance taking, e.g., contrasting of differ-
ent opinions (Socher et al., 2013), indications of

the degree of likelihood of a conveyed message
(Biber, 2006) or expression of conditional state-
ments (Narayanan et al., 2009). Detecting such
aspects is an integral part of a high quality senti-
ment analysis system, as they modify the opinions
expressed. In this study, the automatic detection
of three such stance categories is investigated:

(1) Speculation: “the possible existence of a
thing [that] is claimed – neither its existence nor its
non-existence is known for sure” (Vincze, 2010, p.
28).

(2) Contrast: “Contrast(α,β) holds when α and
β have similar semantic structures, but contrast-
ing themes, i.e. sentence topics, or when one
constituent negates a default consequence of the
other” (Reese et al., 2007, p. 17).

(3) Conditional: “describe[s] implications or
hypothetical situations and their consequences”
(Narayanan et al., 2009, p. 1).

There are previous studies on automatic detec-
tion of speculation and related stance categories.
Results are, however, reported for models trained
on large annotated corpora, which are expensive
to obtain (Uzuner et al., 2011; Cruz et al., 2015).
Here, lexicon-based methods – as well as machine
learning models trained on a smaller amount of
training data – are instead evaluated for the task
of detecting speculation, contrast and conditional.
The categories are specifically compared with re-
gards to the following research questions: (a) Are
machine learning or lexicon-matching the more
suitable method for detecting these three stance
categories? (b) How does the amount of used
training samples affect the performance of trained
machine learning models?

2 Previous research

Speculation has been explored in, e.g., biomedical
texts (Vincze et al., 2008; Velupillai, 2012; Ara-
maki et al., 2014), consumer reviews (Konstanti-
nova et al., 2012), tweets (Wei et al., 2013) and
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Wikipedia texts (Farkas et al., 2010). Biomed-
ical text annotation has also included classifica-
tion into different levels of uncertainty (Velupil-
lai et al., 2011), as well as into the categories
present, absent, possible, conditional and hypo-
thetical (Uzuner et al., 2011). Some schemes an-
notate uncertainty markers/cues and their scope
(Vincze et al., 2008), while others annotate specu-
lation towards certain types of entities (Velupillai
et al., 2011; Aramaki et al., 2014), or categorise
text chunks, e.g., sentences or tweets, according
to whether they contain speculation or not (Farkas
et al., 2010; Wei et al., 2013).

Some systems for automatic detection of spec-
ulation are modelled as text classification prob-
lems, often using support vector classifiers (SVCs)
trained on word n-grams (Uzuner et al., 2011; Wei
et al., 2013). Others are modelled as named entity
recognition systems and use structured prediction
for detecting text chunks that function as cues for
speculation (Tang et al., 2010; Clark et al., 2011).

The SFU Review corpus, which consists of
English consumer generated reviews of books,
movies, music, cars, computers, cookware and ho-
tels (Taboada and Grieve, 2004; Taboada et al.,
2006), is often used for sentiment analysis. This
corpus has been annotated for speculation by Kon-
stantinova et al. (2012), according to a modifica-
tion of guidelines created by Vincze et al. (2008),
in which cues for speculation and negation, and
their scope, were annotated. Inter-annotator agree-
ment was measured on 10% of the corpus, result-
ing in an F-score and a Kappa score of 89 for the
agreement on speculation cues. The same cor-
pus has also been annotated by Taboada and Hay
(2008) for Rhetorical Structure Theory categories
(Taboada and Mann, 2006, pp. 426–427). A to-
tal of 36 different categories were annotated, in-
cluding condition, contrast and concession1. In
contrast to the annotations by Konstantinova et al.,
these annotations were not checked for reliability.

Cruz et al. (2015) trained an SVC to detect
the speculation cues annotated by Konstantinova
et al., and achieved an F-score of 92. Their lexicon
matching approach, which was built on a list of
the four most frequent speculation cues, achieved
a lower F-score of 70. The SVC was clearly suc-
cessful, as results slightly better than the inter-

1Concession is defined by Mann and Thompson (1983)
as “the relationship [that] arises when the speaker acknowl-
edges, in one part of the text, the truth of a point which po-
tentially detracts from a point in another part of the text.”

annotator agreement were achieved. Since the re-
sults were achieved by 10-fold cross-validation on
the entire set of annotated data, they were, how-
ever, also expensive in terms of annotation effort.
The present study, therefore, explores if similar re-
sults can be achieved with fewer training samples.
In addition, the lexicon matching is here further
explored, as it was performed with a very limited
lexicon by Cruz et al. (2015).

3 Methods

A lexicon-based and a machine learning-based ap-
proach for detecting the three stance categories
were compared. The SFU Review corpus an-
notations by Konstantinova et al. (2012) and by
Taboada and Hay (2008) were used for all exper-
iments. These annotations were performed inde-
pendently and at different times, with Konstanti-
nova et al. segmenting the corpus into sentences,
while Taboada and Hay used segments, which are
often shorter. The two segmentation styles were
reconciled, by using the sentence boundaries of
the Konstantinova et al. corpus, except when the
corresponding segment in the Taboada and Hay
corpus was longer than this sentence boundary. In
such cases, the segment annotated by Taboada and
Hay was used as the sentence boundary.2

The speculation category in the Konstantinova
et al. corpus was used for investigating specula-
tion, and the condition category in the Taboada
and Hay corpus for investigating the category con-
ditional. Although these categories were some-
what overlapping, since condition was included in
speculation, the categories were employed as de-
fined and annotated in the previous studies. Since
the two related categories contrast and conces-
sion are often conflated by annotators (Taboada
and Mann, 2006), annotations of these categories
in the Taboada and Hay corpus were combined,
forming the merged category contrast. The specu-
lation classification format previously used in the
first of the CoNLL-2010 shared tasks (Farkas et
al., 2010) and by Wei et al. (2013) was applied,
that is an entire sentence was classified as either
belonging to a stance category or not. The pro-
cedure used in CoNLL-2010 for transforming the
data into this format was adopted, i.e., if either the
scope of a speculation cue or a segment annotated
for concession/contrast or condition was present

2Ill-formed XML files from the Taboada-Hay corpus were
discarded, making the corpus used a subset of the original.
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and-can  and-if  anything-else  apparently  be  be-an  be-done  be-used  believe  believe-that  better  but-if  buy  can  can-also  can-be 
can-do  can-get  can-go  can-have  can-only  can-say  can-you  computer  could  could-be  could-have  could-not  couldn  dishwasher  don 
don-think  either  even-if  extra  fear  get  have-one  hope  hope-this  if  if-it  if-not  if-there  if-they  if-this  if-you  it-can  it-seemed  it-seems 
it-still  it-would  kingdom  like-to  likely  may  may-be  maybe  might  might-be  must  must-say  not-be  or  or-if  perhaps 
probably  re  recommend  seem  seem-to  seemed  seemed-to  seems  seems-to  should  should-be  so-if  someone 
supposed  supposed-to  that  that-can  that-could  that-would  that-you  the-extra  the-money  they-can  think  think-it  think-that  think-the  think-this 
thought  to-mind  want  want-to  we-can  whether  will-probably  would  would-be  would-definitely  would-have  would-highly  would-like 
would-recommend  wouldn  wouldn-be  wouldn-recommend  you  you-are  you-can  you-could  you-don  you-like  you-may  you-might  you-must  you-re 
you-should  you-think  you-want  you-would  your  your-money 

Figure 1: SVC-features selected for speculation, displayed in a font size corresponding to their feature
weight. (Negative features underlined and displayed in black.)

# sentences Spec. Contr. Cond. Total
Training 1,184 432 220 5,027
Evaluation 1,217 459 230 5,028

Table 1: Frequencies of categories in data used.

in a sentence, the sentence was categorised as be-
longing to this category (or categories, when sev-
eral applied). The sentence list was randomly split
into two halves – as training and evaluation data
(Table 1).

3.1 Machine learning-based approach (SVC)
A support vector classifier model, the Lin-
earSVC included in Scikit learn (Pedregosa et al.,
2011), was trained with bag-of-words and bag-of-
bigrams as features. A χ2-based feature selection
was carried out to select the n best features. Suit-
able values of n and the support vector machine
penalty parameter C were determined by 10-fold
cross-validation on the training data.

The training and feature selection was carried
out for different sizes of the training data; start-
ing with 500 training samples and increasing sam-
ple size stepwise with additional 500, up to 5,000
samples. A separate classifier was always trained
for each of the three categories, and the categories
were evaluated separately.

3.2 Lexicon-based approach (Lexicon)
The lexicon-based approach used three lists of
marker words/constructions, one list for each cat-
egory of interest. Sentences containing construc-
tions signalling any of the three categories were
classified as belonging to that category. The
lists were created by first gathering seed mark-
ers; for speculation from constructions listed by
Konstantinova et al. (2012) and from a previ-
ous resource collected with the aim of detect-

Prec. Recall F-score
Spec. SVC 88.59% 95.07% 91.72

Lexicon 83.41% 78.47% 80.86
Contr. SVC 54.31% 69.93% 61.14

Lexicon 43.07% 83.22% 56.76
Cond. SVC 62.80% 80.00% 70.36

Lexicon 57.18% 84.78% 68.30

Table 2: Precision, recall and F-score for the two
approaches, when using all available training data.

ing speculations in clinical texts (Velupillai et al.,
2014), and for contrast from constructions listed
by Reese et al. (2007). These seeds were then ex-
panded with neighbours in a distributional seman-
tics space (Gavagai, 2015) and from a traditional
synonym lexicon (Oxford University Press, 2013).
Finally, the expanded lists of candidates for specu-
lation and contrast markers were manually filtered
according to the suitability of included construc-
tions as stance markers. From the list created for
speculation, a subset of markers signalling condi-
tional was selected to create the list for this cate-
gory.

The final lists contained 191 markers for specu-
lation, 39 for contrast and 26 for conditional.

4 Results

Results on the evaluation set for the two ap-
proaches (lexicon-matching and the SVC when
using all training data) are shown in Table 2.
Features selected when obtaining these SVC re-
sults are shown in a font size corresponding to
their model weight in Figures 1 and 2, and mark-
ers found in the evaluation data when using the
lexicon-based approach are shown in Figure 3.

Different training data sizes were evaluated with
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although
  

although-the
  
but

  
but-it

  
but-the

  
even-though

  
questionable

  
sure

 

all-else  although      an-industry    and-while    are-talking    bad-but 
but-if if if-there if-you you you-are you-like you-re

Figure 2: SVC-features selected for contrast
(first row) and for conditional (second row).

bootstrap resampling (Kaplan, 1999). For each
data size, 50 different models were trained, each
time with a new random sample from the pool of
training data. Figure 4 displays all results.

5 Discussion

Both approaches were clearly more successful for
detecting speculation than for detecting contrast
and conditional. When using the entire training
data set, the SVC results for speculation were
slightly higher than the human ceiling (an SVC F-
score of 92, compared to an inter-annotator agree-
ment of 89). The F-scores for contrast and con-
ditional were, however, considerably lower (ap-
proximately 30 points lower and 20 points lower
than speculation, respectively). The SVC results
for the two latter categories also remain unstable
for larger training data samples, but stabilise for
speculation (Figure 4).

The higher F-score for speculation than for con-
trast and conditional, as well as its higher stability,
might be explained by this category being more
frequent than the other two. However, there seems
to be a much greater variety in the way in which
speculation is expressed, as shown by the num-
ber of SVC-features selected for this category and
the number of markers that lead to true positives
in the lexical approach, compared to what was the
case for the other two categories. Lower recall was
also achieved for the lexical approach for detecting
speculation, despite the many stance markers used
for this category. Therefore, it would seem reason-
able to hypothesise that, while many training sam-
ples would be required for speculation, a smaller
number of samples should be enough for the other
categories. Language is, however, highly contex-
tually adaptable, allowing the same construction to
express different phenomena (Paradis, 2005; Par-
adis, 2015), and frequent English markers for con-
trast and conditional seem to be polysemous to
a larger extent than speculation markers. E.g.,
‘while’ sometimes expresses contrast, although it
more often has a temporal meaning (Reese et al.,
2007), which results in 30 true positives and 70
false positives when it is used as a marker for con-

trast in the lexicon-matching approach. Similarly,
‘if’ is, by far, the most frequently used marker for
expressing conditional, as previously observed by
Narayanan et al. (2009), and as shown here in the
lexical approach, in which 98% of the true posi-
tives contained this marker. Despite that, ‘if’ is
also used to indicate indirect questions and as a
more informal version of ‘whether’ (Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 2013), which has a potential to give
rise to false positives. In the scheme used by Kon-
stantinova et al., on the other hand, most readings
of ‘if’ were covered by their broad definition of
speculation.

In addition, it cannot be disregarded that anno-
tations from two different sources were used for
the experiment, and that part of the differences in
performance, therefore, might be attributed to dif-
ferences in annotation quality. For the Konstanti-
nova et al. corpus, there is a reliability estimate,
which does not exist for the Taboada and Hay cor-
pus. The Taboada and Hay annotation scheme
might also be more difficult – as it included 36
annotation categories – and thus more error prone.

Comparing the SVC approach and the lexicon
matching, it can be concluded that the only case in
which machine learning clearly outperforms lexi-
con matching is when the SVC for detecting spec-
ulation is trained on at least 1,500–2,000 training
samples. For the categories contrast and condi-
tional, on the other hand, it can be observed that
(1) the machine learning results are unstable, and
(2) only very few features – and only positive ones
– are used by the models. One point of apply-
ing machine learning for text classification is to be
able to create models that are complex enough to
overcome weaknesses of a lexicon-matching ap-
proach, e.g., weaknesses arising from the use of
polysemous expressions. Despite being trained on
more than 5,000 training samples, only a few fea-
tures were, however, selected as relevant for con-
trast and conditional. Therefore, for automatic
detection, it might be more resource efficient to
focus the effort on further curation of the lexi-
cons used, rather than on annotation of training
data. The complexity of the model for specula-
tion seems, however, to exceed what could eas-
ily be captured with lexicon-matching, since more
features, including negative ones, were used. This
further motivates the suitability of machine learn-
ing for the task of detecting speculation.

It should also be noted that SVC results for
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I-think:40  I-think:4  allegedly:1  almost-certainly:1  and/or:3  apparently:7  appear:1  appear:1  as-long-as:2  as-long-as:3  assume:2  assuming:2  assuming:1 
assuming-that:1  believe:20  believe:12  can-be:25  chances-are:1  condition:1  considered:5  considered:3  could-be:14  doubt:1  doubt:2  either:19  either:16 
estimate:2  expect:12  expect:11  feels-like:1  feels-like:2  gives-the-impression:1  guess:8  guess:8  guessing:1  have-a-feeling:1  if:288  if:19  implausible:2 
indicate:1  indicated:1  indicated:1  indicating:1  indicating:1  it-appears:1  it-can:7  it-can:1  it-could:7  likely:4  likely:1  may:43  may:7  may-be:10  maybe:13 
maybe:3  might:33  might:1  might-be:5  no-obvious:1  not-sure:6  not-sure:4  or:220  or:22  perhaps:15  plausible:1  points-to:1  possible:3  possible:10 
possibly:7  potential:4  potential:3  probably:38  probably:1  question:3  seem:17  seemed:28  seeming:1  seems-like:7  should:63  should:1  shouldn't:4 
skeptical:1  skeptical:2  suggest:9  suggest:2  suggested:2  suggests:2  suggests:1  suppose:9  supposedly:1  supposedly:3  suspect:4  suspect:1  suspicion:1  think:66 
think:10  thought:29  thought:8  unconvinced:1  under-the-impression:1  unless:5  unless:12  unsure:2  unsure:1  versus:2  vs:2  wether:1  whether:9 
with-the-understanding-that:1  wonder-if:3  wonder-why:2  wondering:1  wondering:4  wondering-if:1  would:175  would:5 

albeit:1  although:25  although:9  anyway:1  anyway:12  at-the-same-time:3  but:287  but:249  despite:4  despite:5  even-if:1  even-if:13  even-so:2 
however:9  however:52  in-contrast:2  in-spite-of:1  in-spite-of:2  on-the-contrary:1  on-the-other-hand:4  on-the-other-hand:8  regardless:2  still:17  still:62 
that-said:4  then-again:1  then-again:1  though:22  though:28  whereas:2  while:33  while:70  yet:13  yet:20 

as-long-as:3  as-long-as:2  assuming-that:1  condition:1  if:192  if:115  unless:17  wether:1  whether:1  whether:8  with-the-understanding-that:1 

Figure 3: Constructions leading to true positives (in green) and false positives (in black/italic) for the
lexicon-based approach (and number of occurrences as true or false positive). The first group shows
constructions for speculation, the second group for contrast and the third for conditional.
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Figure 4: All 50 evaluation results for each random resampling, for each evaluated training data size.

speculation stabilise on high levels already with
3,000 training instances. This shows that results
comparable to those of previous studies can be
achieved with a smaller amount of training data.
For instance, the most closely comparable study
by Cruz et al. (2015) achieved the F-score of 92
for detecting speculation cues using 10-fold cross-
validation on the entire SFU review corpus. For
contrast and conditional on the other hand, it is
difficult to make comparisons to previous stud-
ies, as such studies are scarce, but e.g., Clark et
al. (2011) achieved an F-score of 89 and 42, re-
spectively, for detecting the related categories hy-
pothetical and conditional.

In future work, inclusion of additional features
for training models for stance detection will be at-
tempted (e.g., syntactic features or distributional
features), and the usefulness of applying the detec-
tion on extrinsic tasks, such as sentiment analysis
(Narayanan et al., 2009), will be further evaluated.

6 Conclusion

For detecting sentences with speculation, an
SVC trained on bag-of-words/bigrams performed
around 10 points better than a lexicon matching
approach. When using between 3,000-5,000 train-
ing instances, the model performance was stable at
an approximate F-score of 90, which is just above
the inter-annotator agreement F-score. For detect-
ing conditional sentences and sentences including
contrast, however, the results were lower (an F-
score of around 60 for contrast and around 70
for conditional). On average, the F-score for the
machine learning models for these two categories
was a few points better than for the lexicon-based
methods, but these better results were achieved by
models that only used eight features (which were
all positive). This, together with the fact that the
machine learning models showed a large variance,
indicates that a lexicon-based approach, with a
well-curated lexicon, is more suitable for detect-
ing contrast and conditional.
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